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18:06:27  From  Robin Glaeser : Yes I see it
18:06:50  From  raul quintero : yes I se
18:16:22  From  Roxanne's OtterPilot : Hi, I'm an AI assistant helping Roxanne Best take notes for this 
meeting. Follow along the transcript here:  https://otter.ai/u/T7SF3t5a17bbmwiN8-Maj-wQCjM?
utm_source=va_chat_link_2  You'll also be able to see screenshots of key moments, add highlights, 
comments, or action items to anything being said, and get an automatic summary after the meeting.
18:16:39  From  Louis's OtterPilot : Hi, I'm an AI assistant helping Louis Newkirk take notes for this 
meeting. Follow along the transcript here:  https://otter.ai/u/UkofvA7FZAan7PlTxFrnebLruTk?
utm_source=va_chat_link_2  You'll also be able to see screenshots of key moments, add highlights, 
comments, or action items to anything being said, and get an automatic summary after the meeting.
18:25:36  From  Chandler Lewis (he/him/neurodivergent) : ME TOOO!!!
18:25:46  From  Chandler Lewis (he/him/neurodivergent) : You can use ChatGPT, Bing, and Claude.
18:26:05  From  Robin Glaeser : I use chat gpt for my itineraries
18:27:53  From  Carolyn - Cinnamon Twisp Bakery : That's great Roxanne - very clear.
18:29:58  From  Carolyn - Cinnamon Twisp Bakery : People love authenticity!
18:31:02  From  raul quintero : the most important thing is to create the costumer who is needed for their 
needs,it is important to know their needs from the first meeting
18:31:29  From  roxannebest : What is a good way to “start” a conversation at a networking event.
18:33:15  From  Steve Myers | PNWER : Reacted to "You can use ChatGPT,..." with 
18:33:20  From  Steve Myers | PNWER : Reacted to "I use chat gpt for m..." with 
18:33:24  From  Steve Myers | PNWER : Reacted to "People love authenti..." with 
18:33:34  From  roxannebest : Reacted to "the most important t..." with 
18:33:42  From  roxannebest : Reacted to "That's great Roxanne..." with 
18:36:27  From  Michelle Calvin : No on exercise, yes on sleep and water…
18:38:17  From  Robin Glaeser : When Im not traveling 
18:38:42  From  Steve Myers | PNWER : 
18:41:34  From  roxannebest : stress
18:42:37  From  Michelle Calvin : Absolutely and currently… working to get the financial picture more 
secure.
18:48:06  From  Steve Myers | PNWER   to   Sabrina Santos, BERK(Direct Message) : is it coming through 
okay?
19:14:43  From  Louis's OtterPilot : Add last minute items before the meeting ends: 
https://otter.ai/u/UkofvA7FZAan7PlTxFrnebLruTk?utm_source=va_chat_link_3
19:18:03  From  roxannebest : Eric, do you have book recomendations?
19:24:23  From  Tara Edens : @roxannebest Often what I end up doing, especially if don't know anyone, is 
that I will make a comment to someone in the food or drink line about something related to what is in front 
of us or something really innocuous. Then as we leave the food line or the drink line, I will ask their 
name/what they do/why they are there. It is allows for less pressure on the conversation and sometimes the 
conversation will continue to wherever they were seated or standing before, and now you are in the same 
space as whatever group of people they were with before grabbing food or drink. Then you "know" someone 
and generally others will ask who you are or you can go around the circle and engage with them as you join 
with your new friend.
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